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About This Game

You were an ordinary young cock like your friends. You had fun, sang, danced, pecked the grain. But then the farmer came, put
you in a cage and took him to the plant.

At the plant you were lucky, you were the smallest and could get through the bars. But you are trapped in a moving trap at the
end of which death awaits you!
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Run, cockerel, run! Your life is at your feet!

Features:

- You save innocent lives (testicles);

- Eat corn and become invincible;

- Do not look back - there is only fire;

- Controls only the mouse;

- Ability to play for a young cock.
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I had really crappy seats for a season pass holder. At least it came with a discount on concessions and a foam rubber hat.. I
should have made a review of this long ago but I was too busy making games with it lol.

Anyways it works perfect right away and very easy to use !

You very much need this if your going to make a shooter game ! Place the them wherever you want and they are ready to use
ingame. They are prefabbed so you don't even need to code to use these ! Also comes with a level with all of them in action so
that you can see how to use them in your game !

Thanks for this addon !
I highly recommend this. Do you find yourself wishing that Sam and Max had annoying voice acting? Do you find yourself
wishing that Sam and Max didn't have such sharp wit? Are you the sort of easily-amused dimwit who claps your hands and
squeals with glee whenever you see a pirate? Then by gum you'll love this really annoying game.

N.B.: A lot of time and care seems to have gone into the making of this game and it's technically very slick. But a lovingly-
arranged bouquet of broccoli and dog turds is still a bouquet of broccoli and dog turds.. Very good game ! I had big fun playing
Brawl with my friends!!. This game is really creative and uses your brain a lot, anyone who loves riddles and problem solving
would like it, so I loved this game! I highly recommend this game, its a prequel to Trick and Treat so I recommed playing that
before this.. Many games about war where u are a soldier, or even a officer, u feel like a great person. U feel like u are
important. It feels like u saved the day. It makes you feel so good.

If only it was so easy.

Just like Sabres of Infinity, you have to work ur way up, unlike many other games. U pave the way for youself. Make a horrible
mistake? Pay for it dearly. Made a good choice? Get rewarded for it. It is quite challenging and at some aspects unforgiving.
Not much to say really, it's great. Buy it if u are looking for a realistic war, not one u just win without losing anything. 10/10.
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Really, stop reading this and buy it.

Why are you still reading? The buy button is the opposite side of this comment.

U are just screwing around, aren't you?

BUY IT ALREADY
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Brought Form PAX Aus. So Gald that i did. Good Game. Highly recommend it.. High class simple gameplay. You win or lose
on your own product. Very well made. Just ignore the cheaters and tough learning curve and its a blast.. Class game 10/9. This
game is everything I hoped it would be and more! Interesting environment and various puzzles. Each character is unique and
there are plenty of side quests to do while solving other mysteries at the Witches' Tea Party!. This is a fun and exciting game
with a challenge, it's not ridiculously challenging though. Lots of games just make challenging platformers where timing and key
presses have to be exact. This game instead is about your reflexes and focus, it's simple, but not too simple and becomes almost
addicting because of the simplicity.. A "trainer" which seems good and offers quite a few puzzles to solve.

The style of Brain Booster is the smooth kind you'd expect with all the logic-based trainers, tests etc.

However the biggest issue which almost made me hit the refund-button was the way how you complete the puzzles: click and
drag shapes to a grid and you have to put them in EXACTLY the right place, otherwise your answer is not accepted.

The grids were too small most of the time and I had to readjust the shapes by one tick in the grid, which became annoying very
quickly.

In the end, I was close to giving a negative review because of the the grids, but in the end, it's still an OK trainer.

If this trainer gets updated to have an X amount of possible answers instead of having to dragging the shapes in places, I'd
recommend this to people who want some IQ-test -style logic puzzles.
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